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ABSTRACT: The slip-friction connector is a type of semi-rigid joint. When 
implemented in timber shear walls in lieu of standard hold-downs, the slip-friction 
connector holds the promise of being able to protect the walls from permanent damage 
during earthquake loading. Slip-friction connectors, originally developed for use in steel 
framing, rely on the mobilisation of friction across steel plates to resist loading up to a 
pre-specified threshold. When this threshold is exceeded, sliding occurs between the 
plates, and the wall is allowed to displace vertically. In this way the lateral forces on the 
wall are capped to a level in which sheathing, framing, and nail connections are protected 
from damage. A slip-friction connector developed specifically for use with timber shear 
walls is proposed, some aspects of its design discussed, and results from numerical 
modelling presented. It is found that the connector can behave in a highly elasto-plastic 
manner, with an excellent ability to attain a predefined target slip force. The results from 
modelling indicate that it will behave fairly robustly when under external force. 
Experimental testing is in preparation to confirm the proposed design concept. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Wood shear walls for light timber frame buildings have long been recognised for their ability to 
perform well in earthquakes. This is mainly because of the behaviour of the ductile sheathing-to-
framing nail connections which govern the overall response of these walls (Foliente, 1995). The nail 
connections behave as ‘sacrificial’ elements dissipating energy efficiently during an earthquake, but 
incur significant inelastic damage. In order to improve the performance of timber shear walls it is 
proposed that semi-rigid joints be used in lieu of traditional hold-down connectors (both types of 
connector are fitted to the bottom corners of a wall to prevent overturning).  Energy dissipation will 
then take place at the semi-rigid joint, instead of at the nail connections. The intended benefits include: 
a highly elasto-plastic shear wall (Fig. 1), a significant reduction in over-strength requirements for 
capacity design, and negligible residual damage to the wall after an earthquake.  

 
Figure 1. Numerically modelled force-displacement behaviour of shear walls with traditional connectors (left), 

and the intended result for comparable shear walls with semi-rigid connectors (right). (Loo, 2010) 

Other recent research in damage control design philosophies for seismic resistant systems has included 
the development of rocking coupled walls in which energy dissipation arises from the relative motion 
between two walls, and also walls in which the wall to foundation connection includes the 
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implementation of internal energy dissipation devices (Smith et al. 2008).  

In this paper, a semi-rigid connector for use with timber shear walls is proposed, its design and 
performance issues briefly touched upon, and the results of numerical modelling presented.  

2 PROPOSED CONFIGURATION 

The connector (referred to as a slip-friction connector) must be able to: (1) provide a reliable target 
slip force, with limited strength reduction during sliding  (2) act not only in resisting overturning of the 
wall, but also as a shear connector, transferring lateral forces on the wall to the ground (3) to incur 
minimal strength and stiffness losses after repeated cycles of loading and (4) to be of a configuration 
which is relatively inexpensive and simple to fabricate, and convenient to install on site.  

The proposed configuration is shown in Figure 2.  

 
Figure 2. Slip-friction connector: proposed configuration. Connector connects to the bottom corners of the wall. 
The chord-plate to be connected to the end chords using screws (not shown). Brass shims, or brake lining to be 

inserted between sliding plates. 

The sliding mechanism of the configuration is based partly on a concept mooted by Clifton et al. 
(2007). 

The chord plate is rigidly secured directly against the face of the end chord (the face perpendicular to 
the length of the wall) using screws. The screws can be countersunk into the metal plate in order to 
ensure smooth placement of the surfaces over one another, or alternatively, screws can be positioned 
away from the range of sliding. If additional room is required for screws, the length of the chord plate 
can be extended upwards beyond the level shown in Figure 2. 

The back face of the chord plate can be grooved in order to accommodate the bolt heads. The bolt 
heads are welded in position in order to allow tightening of the nut when clamping the entire 
assemblage together. 

The chord plate is bolted at the top to the cover plate, via a separator plate which is of the same 
thickness as the middle plate (the slotted plate).    

The slotted plate is attached to the ground via the foundation pin. The slots allow movement of the 
chord and cover plates when the static friction developed over the plates by the tensioned bolts is 
exceeded. During rocking of the wall, the bolts will follow the movement of the chord-plate and top-
plate, with movement limited by the length of the slots.  In order for the pressure normal to the plates 
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to be more evenly applied over a larger area, the bolts are placed in a vertical column rather than as a 
single row.  

The vertical clearance between the base of the slotted plate and the top of the framing bottom plate 
must be sufficient to allow for the maximum design slip. 

The foundation pin passes through a notch in the bottom plate of the framing. The notch is of the same 
width as the diameter of the pin, but longer in length. The pin is placed directly against the side of the 
notch away from the corner of the wall. In this way the connector at the bottom left corner of the wall 
will resist lateral forces from right to left, while the connector on the bottom right corner resists lateral 
forces from left to right.  

An important consideration in the design of the foundation pin is to minimise transfer of lateral force 
through the sliding mechanism of the connector to the foundation pin. The lateral forces must 
essentially be transferred from the bottom plate of the framing to the foundation pin, not from the 
slotted plate of the connector to the foundation pin. In this way, the design assumptions for timber 
shear walls, in which racking loads are traditionally taken by the plywood sheathing and transferred to 
the framing bottom plate are respected, any undesirable effects on the force-displacement behaviour of 
the sliding mechanism are mitigated, and bending moments on the shear pin are minimised.   

At this point it should be noted that the proposed configuration, in which the chord plate and the top 
plate move lockstep on both sides of a sandwiched slotted plate, provides for a ‘symmetrical’ sliding 
mechanism, as opposed to the asymmetrical sliding hinge joint (SHJ) proposed by Clifton (2005), and 
the slotted bolt connector proposed for precast concrete shear walls by Bora et al. (2007). 

Symmetric connectors involving steel upon steel sliding, has been shown to produce a very uneven 
force-displacement relationship. However, testing by Grigorian et al. (1992) has shown that the 
insertion of brass shims results in almost perfect elasto-plastic behaviour. However, in a New Zealand 
context, brass shims are reasonably difficult to procure on a regular basis and are quite expensive. 
Brake lining is an attractive option. It is inexpensive, readily obtainable, and has in fact already been 
tested as a friction damper in timber shear walls by Filiatrault (1990). Three millimetre thick brake 
lining can be glued to one of side of the sliding interface. Filiatrault describes a nearly perfect 
rectangular elasto-plastic loop from testing of connectors with utilising brake lining, with negligible 
strength deterioration in strength even after 50 cycles of loading.   

3 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

The first consideration is to determine the required target slip force, and the maximum allowed vertical 
displacement at the wall corners.  

Assuming an equivalent static design approach, the ultimate limit state base shear, V, would typically 
be calculated, from NZS1170 (2004), in accordance with Eq. 1: 

 =  ( )                             (1) 

 

where Cd(T1) is the horizontal design action coefficient and Wt the total seismic weight associated with 
the wall. The total overturning moment, Mo, for a wall of n stories high is given by Eq. 2: 

 =  ℎ + 0.92 ∑ ∑                        (2) 

 

where Ft is 0.08V applied at the top level, Wi is the seismic weight at storey i, and hi is the height of 
storey i measured from ground level up. With the ultimate design limit state overturning moment so 
determined, the slip target Fslip is found simply by considering the static moment equilibrium of the 
wall: 
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= −                         (3) 

 

where B is the width of the wall, and Wdead and Wlive are the supported vertical dead and live loads 
respectively. To provide the required connector slip force Fslip for a connector of n number of bolts, 
each of the bolts must be placed in tension Tb as follows: 

 =  /2 μ                           (4) 

 

Normally the coefficient of friction µfr ranges from 0.27 to 0.31 for steel on brass (Butterworth, 2000). 

Taking into account the horizontal yield deflection, δy, at the top of a wall of height H, and the 
assumption that sliding begins as soon as the corresponding yield strength of the wall structure is 
attained, the slot length is determined as follows for a wall of design ductility µ: 

  ℎ = (μ − 1)                       (5) 

 

For structures greater than a single storey in height, the base shear of V determined from Eq. 1 requires 
adjustment. The reason for this is because the equivalent static method of distributing the total base 
shear to each storey level is based only on the first mode of vibration, which does in fact provide the 
highest overturning moment. If higher modes of vibration are considered, the overturning moment, 
depending on overall structural and excitation characteristics, is likely to reduce. Thus, for multi-
storey buildings, the overturning moment Mo from Eq. 2 will likely be an overestimation of the actual 
overturning moment (Humar and Mahgoub, 2003). While this would in fact be a conservative design 
assumption for walls with traditional hold-down connectors, this is not the case for walls with slip-
friction connectors. For walls with slip-friction connectors, the aim is to limit the activated lateral 
forces on a wall. The target slip is calculated with regard to an overturning moment on the wall. If this 
overturning moment is not attained due to a downward shift in the centroid of the lateral forces, the 
activated shear on the walls will increase above the value found by Eq. 1. 

To deal with this situation, a dynamic modification factor, ωv, is tentatively adopted from the New 
Zealand structural concrete code (NZS3101, 2006). The dynamic modification factor is a function of 
the number of storeys, nt.  

 = 0.9 +                             (6) 

 

Note that Eq. 6 only applies to buildings up to 6 storeys tall. 

The foundation pin is thus designed to resist a base shear of V*: 

 ∗ =                              (7) 

 

For a detailed discussion of the use of the dynamic shear magnification factor in the design ductile 
shear walls refer to the work by Kelly (2009). 

For the structural design of the connector plates, it is proposed that the plates should be designed to 
resist stresses significantly above those relating to the target slip threshold (it would be impermissible 
for the connector to be designed with its various parts on the verge of yielding, while being expected 
at the same time to support sliding). This includes stresses used to size the plates for tension and 
compression, the bearing of bolts against the sides of the slots, the design of the screws fastening the 
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chord plate to timber framing, and the design of the foundation pin for tension and buckling under 
compression. Note however that increasing V* upwards from the value obtained by Eq. 7 would not be 
required, as this action is not directly involved in the sliding mechanism. 

The interaction of bending, shear, and axial force will need to be carefully considered in respect of the 
foundation pin. 

Using these design forces, sizing of structural steel can proceed in accordance with a relevant 
structural steel standard such as NZS3404:1992. 

4 FINITE ELEMENT MODEL 

A 14 m high, 6 m wide, shear wall is one of a group of six providing the lateral force resisting system 
for a five storey timber building considered in this study. It is located in Napier, NZ, and a design 
ductility of µ = 4 was adopted. The base shear and overturning moment were calculated as 51 kN and 
490 kNm respectively. For further details refer Loo, (2010). Based on this data, the slip-friction 
connectors implemented in this wall, have a calculated target slip of Fslip = 67 kN (assumed µfr = 0.29) 
and a maximum allowable uplift of 150 mm. The base shear is adjusted up by Eq. 7 to 72 kN.   

20 mm thick steel plates are used for the chord, slotted bolt, and cover plate. The elastic modulus is 
assumed to be 200 GPa and Poisson’s ratio 0.3. Because the proposed brake lining shims are glued to 
one side of the sliding surfaces, they were not modelled as a separate entity. Two 20 mm diameter 
bolts are each placed in 58 kN tension (Eq. 4). Note that the top bolt is only required to transmit shear. 
The solid model of the connector is shown in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3. Slip-friction connector modelled in ANSYS: chord plate (left), slotted plate on chord plate and 

foundation pin (middle), and the complete connector with cover plate (right). 

The software package ANSYS, was used in modelling the connector. Quadratic solid elements 
(SOLID92) were used to mesh the model, and contact element pairs were placed along the interface 
between the chord plate and slotted plate, and slotted plate and cover plate. Each contact pair consisted 
of target elements (TARGE170) and contact elements (CONTA174). The bolts were tensioned by 
PRETS179 elements inserted into the cross section of each bolt (Fig. 4).  

             
Figure 4. PRETS179 elements inserted into the bolts provide a normal force of 29 kN over the steel plates (left) 

(deformed effects at 100 x magnification), and the bottom bolt of the connector (half-section).  
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In order for the foundation pin to connect to the bottom plate without transferring horizontal shear, the 
nodal displacements in the bottom part of the slotted plate were coupled in the UY (vertical) direction 
with the nodes at the top of the pin, but not in the UX (horizontal) direction.  The back of the chord 
plate was restrained for all degrees of freedom, and the load applied at the base of the foundation pin 
causing the slotted plate to move relative to the stationary chord and cover plates.  Three cycles of 
loading was used, the first to 50 mm and back, the second to 90 mm and back and the third to 130 mm. 
The hysteresis behaviour of the connector is shown in Figure 5, and is almost perfectly elasto-plastic.  

 
Figure 5. Force-displacement relationship of slip-friction connector.  

The stresses in the connector were well within acceptable design limits, however very high stresses 
were recorded (679 MPa) around the interface between the bolt and nut heads of the top friction bolt. 
One way to resolve this would be simply through the use of washers or an enlarged nut diameter.  

To test the robustness of the sliding mechanism to perform when subjected to lateral forces (which 
should be kept to a minimum), various large forces corresponding to 8 kN, 20 kN, and 30 kN were 
applied at the base of the slotted plate.   

Forces were applied both towards the connector and away from the connector. The axial force in the 
foundation pin required to move the connector was noted. The results are shown in Figure 6. Results 
are plotted separately for an uplifting wall, and a descending wall. The increase expected from theory 
is calculated using the coefficient of friction (note this line provided relative to the uplift case only). 

 
 Figure 6. Effect of external lateral forces on connector.  Forces toward the connector (right), and away from 

the connector (left). 

As expected, forces which move towards the connector, causes sliding resistance to increase. In the 
case of the descending wall, the increase in sliding force closely follows the theoretical trend. For the 
uplifting wall there is a significant lag with the increase in sliding at or less than 50% of the theoretical 
increase. This perhaps relates to the fact that frictional sliding area is constantly increasing in the case 
of the wall descending, whereas the opposite is the case for a uplifting wall, in which the slotted plate 
is extracts partially out from between the cover and chord plates. 

For applied forces away from the connector, the normal force over the plates is reduced and the sliding 
resistance thus should decrease, which is the case up until a certain point. Beyond that point (20 kN in 
Fig. 5), the trend reverses and the sliding force sharply increases. The possible reason for this is the 
way in which at a certain load the slotted plate will be dragged outwards to bear more heavily against 
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the bottom corner of the cover plate.  

The results suggest that the connector would behave in a fairly robust manner if it was to come under 
horizontal loading – although this is something that should be largely avoided for reasons mentioned 
in Section 2. 

5 CONCLUSION 

From the numerical test, it can be seen that the target slip can be achieved reliably, and there is no 
force-displacement double plateau phenomenon sometimes observed with semi-rigid joints which 
undergo asymmetric sliding. The connector is of a relatively simple configuration and should be easy 
to fabricate and install. The proposed friction interface (brake lining) is cheap and readily obtainable. 
The actual connector will likely be fairly robust, even if it comes under some external loading other 
than the vertical loads for which it is designed.  The connector is intended to significantly improve the 
seismic performance of timber shear walls as currently designed, in terms of damage mitigation and 
energy dissipation, as well as possibly allow for the more efficient utilisation of timber due to reduced 
over-strength requirements. 

6 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The proposed connector is a promising candidate for experimental testing. Slip-friction connectors 
will be fabricated and tested at the University of Auckland. Provided the slip-friction connectors under 
component testing perform as well as expected, the intention is that further testing will involve their 
implementation in a series of test walls. The behaviour of walls with slip-friction connectors will be 
compared with walls using traditional connectors, in order to verify the advantages provided by slip-
friction connectors. 
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